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Detection of subthreshold oscillations in a sinusoid-crossing sampling
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The detection thresholdB of a sinusoid-crossing~SC! detector is improved using a new dithering technique.
In a real SC detector,B is always greater than zero because the crossings could be located only with finite
accuracy. Dithering is employed to determine the frequencyf s and the amplitudeAs of the subthreshold
oscillations(t)5As cos(2pfst), whereAs,B. The data representation of an analog input signal of bandlimit
W, consists of locations$t1 ,t2 ,...,t2M%5$t i% where the signal intersects with the reference sinusoidr (t)
5A cos(2pfrt). A crossing exists within each intervalD51/2 f r5T/2M , whereT is the sampling period. If
W/2< f r , and the signal amplitude is less thanA for all t values withinT, then SC sampling satisfies the
Nyquist sampling theorem. The unknownf s value is determined from the power spectrum of the crossing
locations of@s(t)1ns(t)#, wherens(t) is the noise of variances2. The As value is approximated from the
signal-to-noise ratio (R) vs s plot. The performance of the technique is studied from theR plots for different
As , f s , andT values.@S1063-651X~98!11402-2#

PACS number~s!: 07.05.Hd, 06.20.2f, 06.30.2k, 07.07.2a
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I. INTRODUCTION

A signals(t) of bandwidthW must be sampled at Nyquis
rate and with an infinitely wide dynamic range so that it c
be recovered without error from its sampled representat
Real sampling circuits, however, have finite detection lim
because they are made from components with finite-time
sponses. The sampled representations of weak short-
signals are therefore particularly prone to quantization err

There are two general methods of sampling a signal:~1!
Amplitude sampling at equal intervalsD of time t, and~2!
crossing or threshold sampling. In amplitude sampling,
sampled representation$s( i )% of s(t) within the sampling
periodT52MD, consists of equally spaced, quantizeds(t)
values wherei 52M , 2M11, . . . ,M . The Nyquist sam-
pling criterion is satisfied ifs(t) is sampled at a ratef c

5(1/D)>W.
In crossing sampling,s(t) is sampled at unequal interva

of t, and its data representation consists of locations$t i%
where s(t) intersects a reference signalr (t). Each t i is a
solution tos(t)2r (t)50. The dc threshold sampling is th
simplest form of crossing sampling that employs a cons
reference signal. The utility of dc threshold sampling, ho
ever, is limited because for most types of input signals
cannot satisfy the Nyquist sampling criterion.

Sinusoid-crossing~SC! sampling is a type of threshol
sampling that utilizes a sinusoid reference signal:r (t)
5A cos(2pfrt). The Nyquist criterion is satisfied in SC sam
pling when~1! A>us(t)u for all t values withinT, and ~2!
f r>W/2. A crossing t i exists within each intervalD
51/2 f r5T/2M , and the Fourier spectrum of$s(t i)%
5$r (t i)% can be computed directly from$t i% @1,2#.

Because a crossing detector can be designed with
one comparator, it is considerably easier to build than

*Fax number: 1632 9205474. Electronic addres
csaloma@nip.upd.edu.ph
571063-651X/98/57~3!/3579~10!/$15.00
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multicomparator analog-to-digital~AD! converter used in
amplitude sampling@3,4#. Investigations regarding the pe
formance of threshold-sampling schemes are also of con
erable interest to biophysicists and neuroscientists bec
threshold sampling is the preferred mode of information c
ing in most biological neural networks@5–7#.

In many cases, the detection threshold of the measu
instrument is held finite by quantization errors. In amplitu
sampling with aq-bit AD converter, the detection threshol
is B52A/2q, where6A are the power supply voltages of th
AD converter. Variations in the amplitude ofs(t) which are
smaller thanB are not recognized in the correspondin
sampled representation. The sampling intervalD is given by
the conversion time of the AD converter.

The detection threshold of a real SC detector is also n
zero because it could locate a crossing position withinD
51/2 f r , only with finite accuracy due to the finite respon
times of its components@3,4#. In SC sampling, ac signal
with peak-to-peak amplitude swings that are less than 2B are
falsely detected as zero signals.

This paper demonstrates that dithering can be used to
prove the effective detection threshold of a given SC det
tor. Dithering is a technique in digital signal processing th
is used to minimize the effects of quantization errors@8,9#. It
concerns the addition of noisens(t) of known variances2,
to the analog signal prior to its detection by the thresh
detector.

Specifically, we show that dithering can be used to de
mine both the frequencyf s and amplitudeAs of the sub-
threshold oscillations(t)5As cos(2pfst), whereAs,B. In
the absence of dithering,s(t) is erroneously detected by th
SC detector ass(t)50. The value is determined from th
power spectrum$Ss( f )% that is produced from the crossin
locations of@s(t)1ns(t)# with r (t).

The dithering technique is evaluated using benchma
that are employed in the study of stochastic resonance@9,10#
which is also about enhancing the detection of a subthres
oscillation in a nonlinear system via the presence of nois

We examine the quality of the power spectrum$Ss( f )%
3579 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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3580 57MARISCIEL LITONG AND CAESAR SALOMA
as a function ofs, to determine the optimal conditions whe
dithering is most effective. We also establish how signa
noise ratio (R) of the spectral component atf 5 f s behaves as
a function ofs for different values off s and As . The As
value is approximated from the characteristics of theR vs s
plot. Both Gaussian noise~GN! and uniform white noise
~UWN! are considered because they are the simplest type
noise to generate@11#.

The presentation of our paper proceeds as follows. A b
discussion of the concept of detection limit in SC sampling
given in Sec. II. Section III outlines the dithering procedu
that we have developed. Results of our numerical exp
ments are presented in Sec. IV. Various conditions are
cussed in Sec. V, concerning the efficacy of the dither
technique.

II. SINUSOID-CROSSING SAMPLING

The SC representation of an analog input signal is ch
acterized by two factors:~1! the order in which the various
SC locations occur in the sequence$t i%, and~2! the accuracy
in which a crossing is located within eachD.

Figure 1 illustrates how SC sampling works for two d
ferent sinusoids: s(t)5As cos(2pfst), and s8(t)
5As8 cos(2pfst) wherer (t)5A cos(2pfrt), A>As8.B.As ,
and f r5(1/2D). f s . The data representations ofs(t) and
s8(t) are given by the crossing locations$t i% and$t i8%, which
are solutions tos(t)5r (t) ands8(t)5r (t), respectively.

In practice@3,4#, the location of a SC within the intervalD
is established by subdividingD into N partitions~in Fig. 1,
N58!. All the 2M SC’s that occur withinT have to be
located as accurately as possible to minimize the effect
quantization errors which are manifested as spurious
quency components in the computed Fourier spectrum@12#.

The SC location in thei th interval D i is given by t i
5D@( i 21)1pi /N#, where pi is the particular partition
within D i where s(t)5r (t). Note that the SC’s of a zero
input signal are all found atp05p15•••5p2M215N/2. In
Fig. 1, for example, the first two SC’s ofs(t) are at p0
5 4

8 , andp15 4
8 , respectively, becauseAs,B. For s8(t) on

the other hand, the SC’s are found atp085 3
8 , p185 5

8 . Because
s(t) ands8(t) have different amplitudes,$pi%Þ$p18%.

On the other hand, two sinusoids of the same amplit
(As95As) but different frequencies (f sÞ f s8) also have differ-
ent pi sequences. A barely detectable signal~As'detection

FIG. 1. Illustration of SC sampling wherer (t)5A cos(2pfrt).
Same-frequency sinusoids s(t)5As cos(2pfst) and s8(t)
5As8 cos(2pfst) where f s, f r intersectr (t) at different locations
sinceAs8ÞAs . The SC locations are established by dividing ea
D51/2 f r into N partitions (N58). Oscillation s(t) is detected
falsely as a zero signal becauseAs,B5Ap/2N.
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limit B! has SC’s that can only be atpi5(N22)/2, N/2, or
(N12)/2. The number of possiblepi values where the SC’s
could occur increases with the amplitude ofs(t).

The accuracy of locating a SC improves with the numb
of partitionsN made withinD. Real SC detectors could lo
cate the position of a SC only with finite accuracy becau
the smallest partition (D/2N) that is possible withinD can
never be made less than the response timed of the detection
circuit @3,4#. Finite detection accuracy results in a finite val

of the detection thresholdB where B5( 1
2 )udr (t5piD/N

5D/2)u( 1
2 )u2p f rA sin@2pfr(t5D/2)#dtu5pA/2N, wheredt

5D/N and f r51/2D. For a given reference amplitudeA, B
approaches zero asN approaches infinity.

The quantization errorE associated with a real SC dete
tor is given by

E5E~ t !5~1/2!udr ~ t !u5~p f rdtA!usin~ppi /N!u

5~pA/N!usin~ppi /N!u5Busin~ppi /N!u.

The amplitude representationx(pi) of the analog input signa
x(t) within the interval D i is given by x(pi)5r (piD/N)
6Bu sin(ppi /N)u. The error inx(pi) is therefore smallest for
values ofx(t) which are comparable toA and is largest for
small x(t) values whose SC’s occur nearpi5N/2.

We have previously established that a SC-based AD c
version performs like an 8-bit conventional AD convert
when N5211 @1#. The SC’s ofs(t) are all found at$t i%
5$D@( i 21)1 1

2 #% becauseAs,B5Ap/2N. Thuss(t) is er-
roneously detected as a zero signal.

III. DITHERING AND DETECTION OF WEAK
OSCILLATIONS IN SC SAMPLING

Illustrated in Fig. 2 is the flowchart of the dithering pro
cedure that we have developed to determine the unknowf s
and As values of the subthreshold oscillations(t)
5Ascos(2pfst), whereAs,B. The analog inputs to the SC
detector are the referencer (t) and@s(t)1ns(t)#. The output
of the comparator changes state~state 1 or 0! every time:
s(t)1ns(t)5r (t). The SC detector locates a crossing on
once within each intervalD.

For a givens value, we obtain ten independent SC re
resentations of@s(t)1ns(t)#. Using ten uncorrelatedns(t)
sequences. From the ten data representations$t i%1 ,
$t i%2 ,...,$t i%10 the most probablet i value ^t i& is derived for
each of the 2M D i ’s within T. In practice, the$t i% ’s may be
obtained by having ten SC detectors samples(t) simulta-
neously. The detectors utilize one commonr (t) signal but
each uses its own uncorrelated noise sourcens(t).

Becauses(t i)1ns(t i)5r (t i), the data set$r (^t i&)% pro-
vides an unequally sampled amplitude representation
s(t)1ns(t), where ^t i& is the averaget i value. From
$r (^t i&)%, we generate an equally sampled representa
$@s( iT/2M )1ns( iT/2M )#% by cubic-spline interpolation
@13#. Finally, the discrete power spectrum$Ss( f )%5$Ss( f
5k/T)% is computed by Fourier transforming the autocor
lation gs( iT/2M ) of $@s( iT/2M )1ns( iT/2M )#% wherek5
2M , 2M11, . . . ,M .

It must be noted that the two signalss(t)
5As cos(2pfst) ands9(t)5As cos(2pfst1f) wheref is the
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57 3581DETECTION OF SUBTHRESHOLD OSCILLATIONS INA . . .
phase, have identical power spectra, and could not be
cerned from each other. This is because$Ss( f )% is com-
puted from the autocorrelation of a data representation c
taining the relative locations of the SC crossings.

IV. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

We perform a number of numerical experiments to de
mine the efficacy of dithering in SC sampling. The proced
outlined in Fig. 2 was employed to compute the power sp
trum $Ss( f )% of s(t)1ns(t), where s(t)5As cos(2pfst)
and As,B. The noise sequences were generated follow
the procedure found in Refs.@1, 14#. All computations were
done using a DEC Alphaserver~Digital Equipment Corp.
Model 2000-4/275!.

A. Information contained in the power spectrum

Figure 3~a! shows the power spectrum$Ss( f )% obtained
whens(t)50.192B cos(2p16t) is dithered with UWN ats
50.018, wherer (t)52.5 cos(2p512t), B50.015 339 8,T
51, f s51650.031 25f r , N5285256, and 2M51024.
Note that whenns(t)50, the SC’s ofs(t) are all found at
p05p15•••5p10235N/25128; and the correspondin
$Ss( f )%50.

The spectrum exhibits only one prominent line atf 5 f s
516 that is riding over a broadband-noise background. T
componentSs( f s516) has a value of 45.98 and no oth
spectral component in$Ss( f )% has a magnitude that i
greater than unity. The unknownf s value can therefore be
determined without ambiguity, from$Ss( f )%.

The 1024^t i& values used to compute$Ss( f )% were ob-
tained in the following manner:~1! Calculate the averagepi

value: pi
(a)5(1/10)@n112n21•••1127n1271128n128

FIG. 2. Flowchart of the procedure used to compute the po
spectrumSs( f ) of the dithered signal:s(t)1ns(t), where s(t)
5As cos(2pfst) and As,B. At the proper noise variances2,
$Ss( f )% will contain only one prominent line that is found atf
5 f s .
is-

n-

r-
e
c-

g

e

1129n1291•••1256n256# from $t i%1 , $t i%2 ,...,$t i%10, where
n127 is the number of times~out of ten! that the SC occurs a
pi5127 ~a similar definition holds forn128, n129, etc.!; ~2!
truncatepi 2a to its greatest integer valuêpi& ~e.g., if pi

(a)

5127.9, then̂ pi&5127, or if pi
(a)5128.8 then^pi&5128,

etc.!; ~3! calculate the averaget i value: ^t i&5@( i 21)D/N
1^pi&/N#5@( i 21)1^pi&/256#; ~4! repeat steps~1!–~3! for
each of the 2M51024D ’s. The equally sampled represent
tion $@s( iT/2M )1ns( iT/2M )#% is interpolated from
$r (^t i&)%.

At the appropriate noise variance, longer segments in
sequence$@s( iT/2M )1ns( iT/2M )#% will exhibit the period-
icity of s(t) as their fundamental period. The occurrence
the periodicity is highlighted more clearly in the autocorr
lation gs(kT/2M ) of $@s( iT/2M )1ns( iT/2M )#% @13#. The
frequencyf s of s(t) is determined from the power spectru
$Ss( f )% which is the Fourier transform ofgs(kT/2M ). The
value ofSs( f 5 f s) increases with the total length of the se
ments in the sequence$@s( iT/2M )1ns( iT/2M )#%, that ex-
hibits the periodicity ofs(t).

Shown in Fig. 3~b! is the computed$Ss( f )% that was
obtained whens(t) is dithered with Gaussian noise whe
s50.013. Note thatSs( f s516) is the only prominent line in
$Ss( f )%. The unknownf s value can therefore be determine
without ambiguity, from$Ss( f )%.

B. Amplitude of subthreshold oscillation

The dithering technique is evaluated as a function of a
plitudeAs of s(t)5As cos(2p16t) whereAs,B. The choice
of f s516 is purely arbitrary. Presented in Figs. 4~a!–4~c! are
R vs s plots whereR5@Ss( f s)2Ns( f s)#/@Ns( f s)#, and
Ns( f s) is the value of the noise spectrum$Ns( f )% at f
5 f s .

TheNs( f s) value is determined from the best-fit curve
the data set$Ss

b( f )%5$Ss(1),...,Ss( f s21)%, blank, Ss( f s

11),...,Ss(2M21)%, which represents the noise bac

r

FIG. 3. Power spectrumSs( f ) of s(t)50.192B cos(2p16t)
when dithered with uniform white noise ofs50.018 and Gaussian
noise ofs50.013, wherer (t)52.5 cos(2p512t), B50.015 339 8,
T51, 2M51024, andN5256. In the absence of dithering,s(t) is
detected falsely as a zero signal.
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ground inSs( f ). A least-squares error curve-fitting proc
dure @15# is used to determine the third-order polynom
curve Ss

c ( f ) that fits best the noise background$Ss
b( f )%.

The Ns( f s) value is given byNs( f s)5Ss
c ( f 5 f s).

The R vs s plots in Fig. 4~a! correspond to the
case of As50.192B, where B50.015 339 8, r (t)
52.5 cos(2p512t), T51, f s51650.031 25f r , N528

5256, and 2M51024. Note thatuB2Asu'0.0124. For
both types of noise, theRs does not decrease monotonica
with s.

With GN dithering, the onset of the nonlinear behavior
the R vs s plot occurs ats'0.005. With UWN dithering,
the onset happens at a stronger noise strength ofs'0.013.
Once the onset is achieved, theR increases rapidly until the
peakR value is achieved. TheR vs s plot peaks ats5sw
'0.017, with UWN dithering, while with GN it peaks ats
5sg'0.014,sw , with GN dithering. The correspondin
$Ss( f )% ’s of the R values produced ats5sw and s5sg
are the ones shown in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!, respectively.

The twoR vs s plots in Fig. 4~a! have different charac
teristics because UWN and GN are described by differ
probability distribution functions@11#. For UWN, the pos-
sible amplitude values lie with equal probability within th
range2s,ns(t),1s ~box-type distribution!. On the other
hand, amplitude values which are greater thanusu are still
possible for a GN sequence of a givens value because a
Gaussian probability distribution function does not imme

FIG. 4. R vs s plots obtained whens(t)5As cos(2p16t) is
dithered with Gaussian noise~circles! and uniform white noise
~squares!, respectively:~a! As50.192B, ~b! As50.32B, and ~c!
As50.96B, where r (t)52.5 cos(2p512t), whereB50.015 339 8,
T51, 2M51024, andN5256.
l

f

t

-

ately go to zero beyond6s. This property is the reason wh
the onset of the nonlinearity of theR vs s plot occurs at a
lower s value with GN dithering.

The peak valueRpeakthat is obtained ats5sw is roughly
3.7 times stronger than what is produced by GN dithering
s5sg . This indicates that UWN dithering is more effectiv
in determining the periodicity ofs(t).

At As'0.32B or uB2Asu'0.0104, an increase in th
Rpeak value is obtained for both noise types@see Fig. 4~b!#.
The peak values occur atsg50.010 andsw50.019, respec-
tively. The Rpeak obtained with UWN dithering is 2.9 times
stronger than the one produced using GN dithering.

Figure 4~c! ~As50.014 726'0.96B, uB2Asu'0.006! il-
lustrates that theR plot broadens with increasingAs . The
Rpeak values are found atsw50.031 andsg50.015, respec-
tively. The difference in their peak values decreases w
increasingAs value. At As'0.96B, the onset of the nonlin-
ear behavior of theR vs s plots occurs almost immediatel
at s50.001.

The R plots obtained using UWN dithering@Figs. 4~a!–
4~c!# also exhibit another weaker hump arounds'0.053.
This behavior reflects the multithreshold behavior of S
sampling. The separation between two successive thres
levels centered at r (pi) is given by udr (pi)u
5(p f r /N)uA sin(ppi /N)u. The level separations are nonun
form and are decreasing with increasingr (t).

Figure 5 shows the dependence of theRpeakvalue onAs .
Within the range 0.1B<As<0.9B, a single-valued depen
dence exists betweenRpeak and As which indicates that our
dithering technique is capable of discriminating oneAs value
from another. Assuming a power-law dependence, the b
fit curve corresponding to the data points obtained us
UWN dithering is given byRpeak52255.64As

1.040, where
0.1B<As<0.9B. For the data points that were obtained u
ing GN dithering the best-fit curve isRpeak52133.07As

1.983.
The Rpeak does not continue to increase withAs beyond

As50.9B. For As50.9B, the values have decreased
Rpeak'768 for UWN dithering, andRpeak'569 for GN dith-
ering. The correspondingR vs s plots for As50.9B are
shown in Fig. 4~c!.

Low R values are associated with$Ss( f )% ’s that exhibit
many other prominent spectral lines aside from the onef
5 f s516. The correctf s value is therefore difficult to recog

FIG. 5. Rpeak vs As plot obtained whens(t)5As cos(2p16t) is
dithered with uniform white noise~cross! and Gaussian noise
~square!, where r (t)52.5 cos(2p512t), B50.015 339 8, T51,
2M51024, andN5256.
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nize from such kinds of spectra.

C. Frequency of subthreshold oscillation

We examine how theRpeak changes as a function off s
when the oscillation amplitudeAs is held constant.

In Fig. 6~a! is the $Ss( f )% plot obtained whens(t)
50.192B cos(2pfst)50.0029 cos(2pfst) is dithered with
UWN at s50.018, wherer (t)52.5 cos(2p512t), T51, N
5256, B50.015 339 8, and 2M51024. f s5450'0.88f r ,
2M51024,N5256, andB50.015 339 8. The power spec
trum features only one prominent line which is found af
5 f s5450.

Shown in Fig. 6~b! are theR vs s plots for different f s
values~UWN dithering!. Note that theR value always peaks
within the narrow range 0.016<sw<0.018, regardless of th
f s value. This behavior indicates that the mechanism beh
the nonlinear behavior ofR with s is not in the strictest
sense stochastic resonance@9#.

Figure 6~c! illustrates the dependence ofRpeak with f s .
Within the rangef s<400'0.78f r , theRpeak( f s) values have
a standard deviation that is about 8.67% of the mean va
Relative to the meanRpeak( f s) value within the rangef s
<0.78f r , the23 dB value of thef s response is slightly les
than f s545050.89f r . An ideal frequency response corr
sponds to zero standard deviation.

The $Ss( f )% corresponding tof s5450 still has only one
prominent line atf s5450. At f s5500, however, other stron

FIG. 6. Uniform white-noise dithering of s(t)
50.002 91 cos(2pfst): ~a! Ss( f ) corresponding tof s5450 at s
50.018, ~b! R plots for f s58, 80, 384, 450; and~c! Rpeak vs f s

plots, wherer (t)52.5 cos(2p512t), whereB50.015 339 8,T51,
2M51024, andN5256.
d

e.

lines are already present in the corresponding$Ss( f )% and
the correctf s value can no longer be determined with ce
tainty.

We also investigated the performance of the dither
technique when GN is used. Figure 7~a! presents the
$Ss( f )% that is obtained whens(t)50.192B cos(2p450t) is
dithered with GN at s50.011, where r (t)
52.5 cos(2p512t), T51, f s51650.031 25f r , N528

5256, B50.015 339 8, and 2M51024. The power spec
trum has only one prominent line, and it is found atf 5 f s

5450.
Shown in Fig. 7~b! are theR vs s plots for different f s

values~GN dithering!. TheSNRs plots peak within the nar-
row range 0.008<sw<0.014, independent of thef s value
which indicates that the nonlinear behavior ofR with s is
not, in the strictest sense, stochastic resonance.

Figure 7~c! illustrates the dependence ofRpeak with f s

when GN dithering is used. Within the rangef s<384
'0.75f r , the Rpeak( f s) values have a standard deviation
about 9.7% of their mean value. The ideal frequency
sponse corresponds to zero standard deviation. Relativ
the meanRpeak( f s) value within the rangef s<0.75f r , the
23 dB value of thef s response is nearf s545050.89f r .

The associatedSs( f ) corresponding tof s5450 still has
only one prominent line atf s5450. At f s5500, however,
strong lines other than atf Þ f s are already present inSs( f )

FIG. 7. Gaussian-noise dithering ofs(t)50.002 91 cos(2pfst):
~a! Ss( f ) for f s5450 ands50.011,~b! R plots for f s58, 80, 384,
450; and~c! Rpeak vs f s plot. Parameters:r (t)52.5 cos(2p512t),
B50.015 339 8,T51, 2M51024, andN5256.
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3584 57MARISCIEL LITONG AND CAESAR SALOMA
and the correctf s value can no longer be determined wi
certainty.

The SNRs( f ) plots presented in Figs. 6 and 7 show th
better performance is obtained whens(t) is dithered with
UWN.

D. Sampling period T

We also examine how the length ofT52MD affects the
performance of the dithering technique. This issue is relev
in the observation of subthreshold oscillations which
short lived and the possibleT values are limited by the signa
lifetime. In the numerical experiments, the SC sampling
always done at a constant sampling rate of 2f r51/D
51024.

Figure 8~a! shows theR plots obtained for 2M5512,
1024, 2048, and 4096. The oscillations(t)
50.192B cos(2p16t) is dithered with UWN wherer (t)
52.5 cos(2p512t), T51, N5256, B50.015 339 8, and
2M51024. TheR plots always peak nears5sw'0.017,
and their peak values increase linearly withM according to
~best-fit curve! Rpeak50.626M167.5.

Figure 8~b! showsR plots in the case whens(t) is dith-
ered with GN. The plots all peak nears5sg'0.011. The
Rpeakvalue also increases linearly withM according to~best-
fit curve! Rpeak50.15M120.56.

The results presented in Figs. 8~a! and 8~b! indicate that a
long-lived oscillation is easier to detect than a short-liv
one. Longer sampling periods also permit spectral analys
a higher frequency resolution becaused f 51/T51/2MD.
Note, however, that the computational complexity
g(kT/2M ) is (2M )2, and therefore the calculation o
$S( f )% for long t i sequences also takes much longer.

FIG. 8. R vs s plots for 2M5512, 1024, 2048, and 4096. Sign
s(t)50.19B cos(2p16t) is dithered with~a! Uniform white noise,
and ~b! Gaussian noise, wherer (t)52.5 cos(2p512t), A52.5, T
52MD51, f r51/2D5512,N5256, andB50.015 339 8.
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E. Dithering in dc threshold sampling

We compare our previous results with the case wh
0.192B cos(2p16t)1ns(t) is sampled with respect to two
symmetrical dc thresholds atr (t)56B560.015 339 8@9#.
At most, only one dc crossingt i

~dc! can occur within eachD
5 1

1024 and a maximum of 2M dc crossings can be observe
within a givenT. In the absence of dithering, no interse
tions are possible between any of the two dc thresholds
s(t)50.192B cos(2p16t)'0.0029 cos(2p16t).

First, we determine the dc crossing locations
@0.0029 cos(2p16t)1ns(t)# with r (t)560.015 339 8. A
train of pulsesp(t) is derived from the locations of the
dc crossings, according to the following rule:p(t)50
when u0.0029 cos(2p16t)1ns(t)u,B; p(t)51 when
@0.0029 cos(2p16t)1ns(t)#.0.015 339 8; andp(t)521
when @0.0029 cos(2p16t)1ns(t)#,20.015 339 8. The
power spectrum$Ss( f )% is then computed by Fourier trans
forming the autocorrelation ofp(t).

Presented in Figs. 9~a!–9~c! are the computed$Ss( f )% ’s
corresponding to f s58, 100, and 450, respectively~T
51024D, D5 1

1024, and B50.015 339 8!. The undetectable
oscillation s(t)50.0029 cos(2p16t) is dithered with GN at
s’s that yield the maximumSNRs value of theS( f 5 f s)
line. Each $Ss( f )% represents an average over ten ra
power spectra.

To determine the dc crossing within a givenD, the dith-
ered signal@0.0029 cos(2p16t)1ns(t)# is compared 256
times~D is subdivided into 256 partitions! with the value of
r (t) for a possible intersection.

FIG. 9. dc threshold sampling. Power spectrum obtained w
s(t)50.002 91 cos(2pfst) is dithered with Gaussian noise:~a! f s

58 (s50.001), ~b! f s5100 (s50.001), and~c! f s5450 (s
50.001). Only one dc crossing can possibly occur within eachD
~6B560.015 339 8,T51024D, D5

1
512!.
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Although the strongestSs( f ) component always occur
at f 5 f s , it is not the only prominent line in$Ss( f )%. The
appearance of unwanted lines makes the determination o
correct f s value quite difficult.

Presented in Figs. 10~a!–10~c! areR plots for differentAs
values of s(t)5As cos(2p16t), where R5@Ss( f s)
2Ns( f s)#/Ns( f s), and f s516. TheNs( f s) value is deter-
mined from the curve fitSs

c ( f ) of the sequence$Ss
b( f )%

5$blank, Ss(1),...,Ss( f s21),blank,Ss( f s11),...,Ss(2M
21)%, which represents the noise background in$Ss( f )%.
Other peaks were also removed from$Ss

b(n)% when their
magnitudes are within two orders of magnitude less th
Ss( f 5 f s). The best-fit lineSs

c ( f ) is obtained using the
least-squares error method and theNs( f s) value is given by
Ns( f s)5Ss

c ( f 5 f s).
The R plot exhibits a nonlinear dependence withs. At

As50.192B'0.0029, UWN dithering produces anRpeak
value of 145.80 ats5sw'0.004. At As50.32B, the peak
value is 177.20 and is found ats5sw'0.005. At As
50.96B, it becomes equal to 180.81 and occurs ats5sw
'0.012.

At As50.192B, GN dithering produces anRpeak value of
173.34 ats5sg'0.001. At As50.32B, Rpeak5203.0337
and it occurs at s5sg'0.002. At As50.96B, Rpeak
5172.39 and it occurs ats5sg'0.008. For both types o
noise, theR vs s profile broadens with increasingAs value.

Our numerical results with dc thresholding indicate th
dependence ofRpeak on As does not have a wide dynam
range. With UWN dithering, the increase in theRpeak from
As50.32B to 0.96B is only about 2%. With SC sampling

FIG. 10. dc threshold sampling~6B560.015 339 8, T
51024D, D5

1
512!. R plots obtained whens(t)5As cos(2p16t) is

dithered with Gaussian~circle! and uniform white noise~square!,
respectively:~a! As50.19B, ~b! As50.32B, and~c! As50.96B.
he

n

t

the corresponding increase is about 300%~see Fig. 5!.
The characteristics of theR vs s plots produced with SC

sampling~see Fig. 4! are distinctly different from those ob
tained using dc threshold sampling~see Fig. 10! because
different criteria are used to define a crossing location, an
compute the autocorrelation function.

In SC sampling, a crossingt i satisfies the relations(t)
2r (t)50, wherer (t) is a sinusoid function. The autocorre
lation g(kT/2M ) is calculated from the interpolated~equally
sampled and multivalued! amplitude representation
$@s( iT/2M )1ns( iT/2M )#% of @s(t)1ns(t)#. The procedure
permitsg(kT/2M ) to contain information not only about th
f s value ofs(t) but also regarding its amplitudeAs .

On the other hand, any dc crossingt i
dc satisfies the relation

s(t)6B50. The autocorrelationgdc(kT/2M ) is computed
directly from the pulse sequence that is generated from
dc crossings ofs(t)1ns(t) with respect tor (t)56B. The
sequence can only have three possible values: 1, 0, and21.

V. DISCUSSION

A. Quality of power spectrum

Our numerical experiments withr (t)52.5 cos(2p512t)
whereB50.015 339 8 show that the computed$Ss( f )% of
@As cos(2pfst)1ns(t)# whereAs,B exhibits only one promi-
nent line which always occurs atf 5 f s , if the s value used
corresponds to where theR plot is maximum. The frequency
of the subthreshold oscillations(t) can therefore be estab
lished correctly and easily from$Ss( f )% when dithering is
done at a noise variance that yields the peakR value. This
behavior was found to be always true forf s,450'0.88f r .

However, when stronger noise variances (s.sw) are uti-
lized to dithers(t), the resulting$Ss( f )% ’s contain several
prominent spectral lines atf values other than the one atf
5 f s . The correctf s value is very difficult to determine from
such kinds of spectra.

Shown in Fig. 11 is the spectrum$Ss( f )% that is obtained
when s(t)50.0029 cos(2p16t) is dithered with UWN ats
50.040. The frequency ofs(t) cannot be determined from
the $Ss( f )% because~1! it exhibits many other distinct lines
other than the one found at the truef s value, and~2! the
correspondingR of the Ss( f 516) line is low atR'5.

Note in Fig. 4~a! that theR achieves a maximum value o
about 345, atsw'0.017. The appearance of the spurio
spectral lines is due to false triggerings which become m

FIG. 11. Power spectrum$Ss( f )% produced whens(t)
50.0029 cos(2p16t) is dithered with UWN ats50.04, where
r (t)52.5 cos(2p512t), B50.015 339 8,T51, 2M51024, andN
5256. The correct frequency ofs(t) is very difficult to ascertain
from $Ss( f )%. The plot illustrates that dithering becomes ineffe
tive whens values which are greater thansw are used.
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likely in each sampling intervalD with increasing strength o
the dither noise.

B. Dithering in the presence of ambient noise

We now consider the case when ambient white no
nb(t;sb) is also present at the input of the SC detector. T
implies that prior to dithering, the signal that is at the det
tor input is 0.0029 cos(2p16t)1nb(t;sb). When the ambi-
ent noise is significant, preamplification is often ineffecti
in making s(t)50.0029 cos(2p16t), detectable by the SC
detector.

Figure 12~a! presents theR vs s plots obtained when
0.0029 cos(2p16t)1nb(t;sb) is dithered with UWN. Three
different strengths ofnb(t;sb) are considered:sb50.003,
0.01, and 0.025. Note that even atsb50.003 it is already
possible for ambient noise to have amplitude values wh
are already comparable tos(t).

The R plots still exhibit the nonlinear behavior withs
especially for plots corresponding tosb50.003 and 0.01.
Notice, however, thatRpeak decreases with increasing amb
ent noise. The peak location is also shifted to lowers values
of the UWN dither with increasing strength of the ambie
noise. In the absence of ambient noise, the peak of theSNR
curve occurs ats5sw'0.017 @see Fig. 4~a!#. The R plot
also broadens with increasing ambient noise strength.

The $Ss( f )% ’s corresponding to the peak values of theR
plots presented in Fig. 12~a! exhibit only one prominent line
at f 516. Shown in Fig. 12~b! is the$Ss( f )% that is obtained
when 0.0029 cos(2p16t)1nb(t;sb50.025) is dithered with
UWN at s50.005. The results in Figs. 12~a! and 12~b! in-

FIG. 12. Dithering and the presence of ambient noisenb(t;sb)
where r (t)52.5 cos(2p512t), B50.015 339 8,T51, 2M51024,
andN5256.~a! R vss plots when 0.0029 cos(2p16t)1nb(t;sb) is
dithered with UWN,~b! $Ss( f )% obtained ats50.005. Three dif-
ferent variances ofnb(t;sb) are considered:sb50.003, 0.01, and
0.025.
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dicate that the dithering technique remains effective even in
the presence of strong ambient noise.

C. Addition of an above-threshold oscillation

In Sec. II we have seen that the quantization errorE as-
sociated with a real SC detector is minimized for large am-
plitude values of the input signal becauseE(pi)
5Busin(ppi /N)u, wherepi is the location within the interval
D i , whenx(t)5r (t).

We now examine whether a subthreshold oscillation
s(t)5As cos(2pfst), whereAs,B, can be rendered detect-
able to the SC detector if it is added to a detectable oscilla
tion s8(t)5As8 cos(2pfs8t), whereAs8.B.

Figure 13~a! illustrates how theR value of S( f 5 f s
516) in the power spectrum obtained froms2(t)
changes with the As value where s2(t)5s(t)
1s8(t)5As cos(2p16t)11.0 cos(2p52t), where r (t)
52.5 cos(2p512t), T52MD51, f r51/2D5512, N5256,
and B50.015 339 8. The power spectrum is given by the
Fourier transform of the autocorrelation of$t i9% which are the
solutions tos2(t)5r (t).

FIG. 13. Detection of subthreshold oscillations(t)
5As cos(2p16t) by the addition ofs8(t)51.0 cos(2p52t), where
As,B50.015 339 8, r (t)52.5 cos(2p512t), T52MD51, f r

51/2D5512, N5256: ~a! R vs As plot, ~b! power spectrum of
s2(t)50.192B cos(2p16t)11.0 cos(2p52t), and ~c! power spec-
trum of s2(t)50.125B cos(2p16t)11.0 cos(2p52t). Without
s8(t), the R value of theS( f 516) component is zero sinceAs

,B.
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The addition ofs8(t) to s(t) improves theR value of
S( f 516) for all As values,B. Without s8(t), R is zero
becauseAs,B. Presented in Fig. 13~b! is the corresponding
power spectrum obtained forAs50.25B, which clearly
shows a distinct line atf 516 ~arrow!. The component is the
next strongest after the one atf 552. TheS( f ) components
at frequencies other thanf 516 and 52 are not zero due to
quantization errors.

Shown in Fig. 13~c! is the corresponding$S( f )% obtained
for As50.125B. It can be observed that theS( f 516) line is
already comparable in strength to the other spurious spec
lines caused by quantization errors. Adding a strong oscill
tion s8(t) is no longer effective in detecting the frequency o
the subthreshold oscillations(t) for As<0.125B.

The ~first! intersection betweenr (t)52.5 cos(2p512t)
and s8(t)51.0 cos(2p52t), occurs atpi595, whenT51,
2M51024, andN5256. Thus the smallest quantization er
ror is Emin5Busin(ppi /N)u'Busin(p95/N)u'0.73B50.012.
By determining thef s value from the power spectrum of the
autocorrelation of$t i9%, the frequencies of oscillations with
amplitudes that are as low as 0.15B can still be determined
without ambiguity. We now examine if dithering the com-
posite signals2(t)5s(t)11.0 cos(2p52t) is effective in de-
termining the frequency ofs(t)5As cos(2p16t), in the case
whenAs<0.125B.

Figure 14~a! presents theRpeak vs As plots obtained from
s2(t) when it is dithered with UWN. The results indicate tha
dithering decreasesSNR decrease of theS( f 516) compo-
nent of $Ss( f )%. For As>0.05B, the R vs s plots feature

FIG. 14. Application of UWN dithering to s2(t)
5As cos(2p16t)11.0 cos(2p52t), when As<0.24B: ~a! R vs As

plots, ~b! R plot from @s2(t)1ns(t)# whereAs50.125B. Param-
eters used:B50.015 339 8,r (t)52.5 cos(2p512t), T52MD51,
f r51/2D5512, andN5256.
ral
-

two possible peak values~first peak, open circle; secon
peak, solid circle!.

Figure 14~b! presents theR plot of the f 516 spectral
component forAs50.125B. TheR plot exhibits a nonlinear
dependence withs. It has two maximum values—one ats
50.001 and another nears'0.021. It can be seen that th
addition of noise tos2(t) initially decreases theR value until
s'0.006, after which an increase is obtained that peak
arounds'0.021.

Figures 15~a! and 15~b! compare the$Ss( f )% ’s that are
obtained whens2(t) is dithered with UWN ats50.001, and
s50.021, respectively. It can be seen that dithering co
not make the value of thef 516 line more significant than
the other spurious spectral components in$Ss( f )%. Note
further that dithering ats50.021 produces an$Ss( f )% with
weaker spurious components than the one obtained as
50.001.

Recall that the dithering technique when implemen
without the introduction of the strong oscillation is capab
of determining unambiguously the correct frequency ofs(t)
even forAs values that are as low as 0.1B. It also produces
largerRpeak values~see Sec. IV C and Fig. 5!.

D. Frequency- and amplitude-response characteristics

Figures 6~c! and 7~c! present thef s-response characteris
tics of our detection technique. For both UWN and GN, t
standard deviation of theRpeak( f s) values is less than 10%
within the rangef s<384'0.75f r . The f s range where the
dithering technique is effective can be expressed in term
f r so that the frequencyf s of any rapid subthreshold oscilla
tion can be determined unambiguously by using a faster
erence frequencyf r. f s/0.75.

Within the range 0.1B<As<0.9B our detection technique
also produces a power-law relation between theRpeak value
with the amplitudeAs of s(t). The plots in Fig. 5 can be

FIG. 15. Application of UWN dithering to s2(t)
50.125B cos(2p16t)11.0 cos(2p52t), where B50.015 339 8,
r (t)52.5 cos(2p512t), T52MD51, f r51/2D5512, and N
5256: ~a! $Ss( f )% produced ats50.0010, and~b! $Ss( f )% pro-
duced ats50.021.
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used as calibration curves to determine the unknownAs
value from the measuredRpeak value.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper demonstrates a new dithering technique
improving the detection limit of a real SC detector. The tec
nique is evaluated using benchmarks employed to investi
the nonlinear phenomenon of stochastic resonance.

The periodicity of the subthreshold oscillations(t) is ren-
dered easier to detect by a cooperative effect in whic
matching between the characteristic time scale ofs(t) which
is a coherent signal, and that of the stochastic noise~with a
broadband power spectrum! is induced with the result tha
the presence of the periodic component is greatly enhan

SC sampling is a nonlinear process because the loca
$t i% where an input analog signalx(t) intersects a referenc
sinusoid r (t), does not obey the linearity property. Th
means that the solutions to@x(t)1x8(t)#5r (t) are not given
by $t i1t i8% where$t i% and $t i8% are solutions tox(t)5r (t),
and x8(t)5r (t), respectively. It is easy to see that th
sampled representation produced by amplitude samplin
equal intervals oft obeys the linearity property.

The technique is effective if the dithered oscillation pr
duces a power spectrum that exhibits only one promin
spectral line atf 5 f s . This condition is guaranteed when th
noise variance used in the dithering corresponds to the v
ur
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that yields the maximumR for the f 5 f s spectral component
Aside from determining the correct frequency of the su

threshold oscillation, our technique also gives a good
proximation regarding the oscillation amplitude. However
is incapable of determining the phase of the subthresh
oscillation because the power spectrum does not contain
information about it. We considered only uniform white
noise and Gaussian noise in the dithering experiments
cause they are among the simplest to generate@11#. A recent
report, however, shows the stochastic resonance also oc
in chaotic systems@16#.

Present work is confined to subthreshold oscillations. E
periments are on-going to extend the technique to weak m
tifrequency signals. A comprehensive theoretical treatm
which can explain our results more quantitatively is also
yond the scope of the present study. The results that we h
obtained indicate the theory that has been previously de
oped to describe dithering in dc threshold sampling@9# is
insufficient.
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